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Abstract

Significance: Reducing the bit depth is an effective approach to lower the cost of an optical
coherence tomography (OCT) imaging device and increase the transmission efficiency in data
acquisition and telemedicine. However, a low bit depth will lead to the degradation of the detec-
tion sensitivity, thus reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of OCT images.

Aim: We propose using deep learning to reconstruct high SNR OCT images from low bit-depth
acquisition.

Approach: The feasibility of our approach is evaluated by applying this approach to the quan-
tized 3- to 8-bit data from native 12-bit interference fringes. We employ a pixel-to-pixel gen-
erative adversarial network (pix2pixGAN) architecture in the low-to-high bit-depth OCT image
transition.

Results: Extensively, qualitative and quantitative results show our method could significantly
improve the SNR of the low bit-depth OCT images. The adopted pix2pixGAN is superior to
other possible deep learning and compressed sensing solutions.

Conclusions:Our work demonstrates that the proper integration of OCTand deep learning could
benefit the development of healthcare in low-resource settings.
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1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive cross-sectional high-resolution imaging
modality that has been widely used in various medical fields, such as ophthalmology, cardio-
vascular endoscopy, and dermatology.1 In ophthalmology, OCT has become the clinical standard
for the examination of nonsuperficial retinal lesions, such as choroidal neovascularization, mac-
ular edema, and pigment epithelial detachment.2 In the technical aspect, the acquisition speed of
OCT systems keeps increasing from tens of hertz at the beginning of its invention to several
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megahertz today,3 which enables the OCT imaging to have fewer motion artifacts, a wider field
of view, better resolutions, and higher detection sensitivity.

However, with the evolution of OCT techniques, the increased data size becomes a major
issue.4 An OCT or functional OCT volume usually has a size of hundreds of megabytes or
several gigabytes, which requires not only fast and wide-band analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
or frame grabber for data acquisition, but also advanced graphics processing units (GPUs) for
real-time imaging alignment. These kinds of hardware significantly increase the cost of OCT
device. On the other hand, the large data size influences the transmission efficiency of OCT data
among clinical sites, which further impedes the popularization of telemedicine.

To reduce the OCT data size, researchers have tried to first decrease the spatial sampling rate
below the Nyquist–Shannon limit and then reconstruct the data using compressed sensing
techniques.5 Liu and Kang6 applied pseudo-random masks to sample part of the CCD pixels
and then reconstructed the k-space signal by minimizing the l1 norm of a transformed image
to enforce sparsity, subject to data consistency constraints. Lebed et al.7 proposed a volumetric
scan pattern that composed randomly spaced horizontal and vertical B-scans for the reconstruc-
tion, then they used this method in the real-time three-dimensional (3-D) imaging of the optic
nerve head by a spectral domain (SD) OCT system.8 Zhang et al.9 employed a k-linear mask to
evenly sample the OCT interferogram in the wavenumber domain, which could use less than
20% of the total data and get rid of the spectral calibration and interpolation processes. Fang
et al.10 reconstructed the low transverse sampled OCT images using sparse representation.

Although the spatial undersampling for the OCT compression has been well explored, there
is no attempt to reconstruct the OCT images from a low bit-depth data (undersampling in inten-
sity), to the best of our knowledge. Even though the influences of the bit depth on OCT imaging
have been extensively investigated by several groups.11–13 Goldberg et al.11 used a swept source
(SS) OCT system for human coronary imaging and studied the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), sen-
sitivity, and dynamic range as a function of the bit depth. They found the SNR increased as the
bit depth increased but trended to be stable when the bit depth ≥8. Lu et al.12 compared the
performance of an 8-bit ADC and a 14-bit ADC in a polarization-sensitive SS OCT system and
found the sensitivity and dynamic range dropped due to the low bit depth. Ling and Ellerbee13

studied the effects of the low bit depth on the phase of the OCT data and demonstrated that the
phase noise could be significantly magnified as the bit depth decreased.

Here, we propose to compress the OCT data by reducing the acquisition bit depth. We further
propose to employ emerging deep learning techniques to compensate for the data quality degen-
eration caused by the low bit depth mentioned above. Deep learning techniques have been
successfully used in the data reconstruction of medical imaging modalities, such as magnetic
resonance imaging and low-dose x-ray computed tomography.14,15 They also have employed in
other types of OCT reconstruction including denoising16 and super-resolution.17 In low bit-depth
data reconstruction, Goi et al.18 developed deep-learning-based binary hologram; however, we did
not find works related to the low bit-depth reconstruction of OCT data in the literature.

In this paper, we evaluate the feasibility of the proposed idea by converting the low bit-depth
OCT images to high bit-depth OCT images using deep learning. The original 12-bit OCT inter-
ferogram is quantized into 3- to 8-bit fringes and converted to the OCT images with different bit
depths. We employ a pixel-to-pixel generative adversarial network (pix2pixGAN) architecture in
the low-to-high bit-depth OCT image transition. The results show it could significantly improve
the SNR of the low bit-depth OCT images and are superior to other possible deep learning and
compressed sensing solutions. This work demonstrates that the proper integration of low-cost
OCT hardware and computational imaging techniques could benefit the development of health-
care in low-resource settings.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Preprocessing

To achieve the lower bit-depth images, we quantize the raw 12-bit interference fringes to
simulate sampling depths ranging from 3 to 8 bits with an increment of 1 bit.19
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Figure 1 illustrates the processing steps involved. The original data from the ADC board are
read out as the integral values ranging from 0 to 212 − 1. For each bit-depth level, the interference
signal’s intensity values are converted from the original 12-bit values using11

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;587I 0 ¼ floor

�
I · 2N

212

�
; (1)

where floor is the floor function that rounds toward negative infinity, N represents the different
bit depth, I presents the raw data, while I 0 presents the converted data. Then the background is
removed by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;506DS ¼ I 0j − aveðI 0jÞ; (2)

where DS presents the signal to remove the background, j presents every column of the data I 0,
and function ave calculates the average of each column of the raw matrix. The converted signal
is then processed using the OCT postprocessing pipeline, including k-linearization, dispersion
compensation, Fourier transformation, and image logarithm. Figure 2 demonstrates different
bit-depth digital signals correspond to different quality OCT B-scan images.

2.2 Deep Learning Network

In this paper, we propose to use the pix2pixGAN architecture20 for the low-to-high bit-depth
transition, because the low bit-depth images and high bit-depth ground truths are paired in the
pixel level.

The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this framework, the generator is imple-
mented by the U-shape network architecture, which can prevent losing small objects because
of the skip connection between each centrally symmetric layer.21 As for the discriminator, we
adopt the PatchGAN,20 which models the OCT image as a Markov random field and only penal-
izes structure at the scale of patches. The patchGAN restricts the attention of the discriminator to
high frequency so that it can avoid blurry results. Using the patches instead of the entire image
can reduce the number of parameters and accelerate the training.

Fig. 1 Method to generate the low bit-depth OCT images.

Fig. 2 Different bit-depth digital signals correspond to different quality OCT B-scan images.
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The objective of the pix2pixGAN is expressed as20

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;413LGANðG;DÞ ¼ Ex;y½log Dðx; yÞ� þ Exflog½1 −Dðx; GfxgÞ�g; (3)

where the generator G tries to minimize this objective against an adversarial discriminatorD that
tries to maximize it, x is the input low-bit OCT B-scan image, and y is the corresponding 12-bit
depth OCT B-scan set as the ground truth for x. During the training process,16G tries to minimize
the goal, while D tries to maximize the goal, so the results are optimized as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;333G� ¼ arg min
G

max
D

LGANðG;DÞ; (4)

where G� is the resulted optimized generator.
The purpose of the discriminator remains the same, but the task of the generator is not only to

trick the discriminator, but also to approach the ground truth. We use L1 loss instead of L2 to
avoid blur

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;250LL1ðGÞ ¼ Ex;y½ky − GðxÞk1�: (5)

Thus, the final objective is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;205G� ¼ arg min
G

max
D

LGANðG;DÞ þ λLL1ðGÞ: (6)

2.3 Data Preparation and Implementation

With a homemade 70-kHz SD OCT system, we collected 1898 OCT B-scans from a total of 51
subjects (including 13 diseased and 38 normal cases) at a local hospital. We split them on
a subject basis for the training, validation, and testing of the SNR reconstruction methods.
About 1388 B-scans (including the data from 5 diseased and 34 normal cases) were employed
in the training of deep neural networks (DNNs). About 183 B-scans constitute the validation set,
which includes the data from 2 diseased and 1 normal cases. We used 327 B-scans in the testing/

Fig. 3 Illustration of the proposed framework for the high SNR reconstruction of the low bit-depth
OCT images.
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inference (including 197 B-scans from 6 diseased and 3 normal cases). The human study pro-
tocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board and followed the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki.

The code was implemented in PyTorch and trained on a personal workstation using the
NVIDIA GTX 1080ti graphics processing unit (GPU) with 12-GB memory. The operating
system is Ubuntu 16.04. To optimize the DNN, we adopt the standard approaches from
Ref. 20. We set the epoch ¼ 200 and batch size ¼ 16. The hyperparameter λ ¼ 10. We used
the Adam solver22 to train the generator from scratch. The initial learning rate was set as
2 × 10−4. For training the discriminator, we also adopt the Adam optimizer22 with the learning
rate of 2 × 10−4. We set β1 ¼ 0.5 and β2 ¼ 0.999 for both the Adam optimizers. We resized the
OCT images to 256 × 256 pixels for the convenience of the network training. We trained the
model from scratch without data argumentation. The model converges at around 100 epochs and
costs around 5 hours for each training.

2.4 Quantitative Evaluation Metrics

We employ three metrics in the quantitative comparison: peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
multi-scale structural similarity index (MSSSIM), and two-dimensional (2-D) correlation coef-
ficient (CORR2).23

The PSNR is an objective standard for evaluating the SNR of an image. It is the ratio between
the maximum signal and background noise. The values of the PSNR are in direct proportion to
the SNR of an image. It is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;469PSNR ¼ 10 · log10

�
MAX2

I

MSE

�
; (7)

where theMAXI is the maximum value of the intensity in the OCT images and MSE is the mean
squared error.

We employ the MSSSIM to indicate the similarity between two images. Compared with the
single-scale structural similarity index, the MSSSIM supplies more flexibility in incorporating
the variations of viewing conditions.24 The measures of luminance L, contrast C, and structure
comparison S are defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;352LðX; YÞ ¼ 2uXuY þ C1

u2X þ u2Y þ C1

; (8)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;296CðX; YÞ ¼ 2σXσY þ C2

σ2X þ σ2Y þ C2

; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;261SðX; YÞ ¼ σXY þ C3

σXσY þ C3

; (10)

where X is the tested image and Y is the reference image. uX and uY are their mean values. σX and
σY are their standard deviations. C1, C2, and C3 are small constants, and here, we take
C1 ¼ 10−4, C2 ¼ 10−4, and C3 ¼ 0.5C2.

Thus, the overall MSSSIM evaluation is the combination of these measures at different scales

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;116;190MSSSIMðX;YÞ ¼ ½LMðX; YÞ�αM
YM
j¼1

½CjðX; YÞ�βj ½SJðX; YÞ�γj : (11)

The exponents αM, βj, and γj are used to adjust the relative importance of different compo-
nents. We take M ¼ 1, α ¼ 1, and β ¼ γ ¼ 0.0448.

The CORR2 function implements the Pearson correlation to 2-D arrays25 between images
A and B. The function is defined as
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;116;735CORR2 ¼
P

m

P
nðAmn − AÞðBmn − BÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�P

m

P
n
ðAmn − AÞ2

��P
m

P
n
ðBmn − BÞ2

�r ; (12)

where Amn is the intensity of the ðm; nÞ pixel in the image A, Bmn is the intensity of the ðm; nÞ
pixel in the image B, A is the average intensity of the image A, and B is the average intensity of
the image B.

3 Results

3.1 Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 4 demonstrates the visual comparison of the original OCT images with different bit
depths, their corresponding GAN-reconstructed images, and the enlarged views of the recon-
structed images in the red boxes. The original 3-bit and 4-bit images are quite blurry and are
unable to clearly visualize the retinal layers. When the bit depth increases to 5, the blur of the
image disappears, but the SNR is very low except for the high reflective inner limiting membrane
and retinal pigment epithelium layers. As the bit depth further increases from 6 to 7, the SNR of
the image keeps improving, especially the visibility of the choroid. The 8-bit OCT B-scans have
good similarity compared with the 12-bit images. The reconstructed images, on the other hand,

Fig. 4 Visual comparison of the original OCT images with different bit depths, their corresponding
GAN-reconstructed images, and the enlarged views of the reconstructed images in the red boxes.
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are presented without the blur and low SNR of the original images even at the 3-bit sampling. All
of the reconstructed images have good visibility of the retinal layers and excellent similarity
compared with the 12-bit images.

3.2 Quantitative Evaluation

We further evaluate this deep-learning-based reconstruction using the quantitative metrics
defined in Sec. 2.4. We used the 12-bit images as the reference in the calculation. The
PSNR is capable of characterizing the enhancement of the SNR. As shown in Table 1, we can
see that the reconstruction can significantly raise the PSNR when the bit depths are low. As the
bit depth increases to 8, the reconstruction’s improvement becomes marginal because the origi-
nal images are very similar to the reference. The MSSSIM and CORR2 are the metrics of sim-
ilarity from different aspects. As the bit depth increases, these metrics keep rising and getting
close to 1. The deep-learning-based reconstruction can significantly improve the similarity of the
low bit-depth images. The original high bit-depth images have good similarities, thus the room
for improvement becomes low. Even so, the proposed method still can enhance their similarity
with the 12-bit reference.

Figure 5 demonstrates the calculated quantitative metrics as the functions of bit depth. As the
bit depth increases, for each metric, the difference of the original and reconstructed images keeps
decreasing and converges at the high bit depths. For the two similarity metrics, the MSSSIM and
CORR2, there is a leap from the values of the bit depth of 3 to 4 to that of the bit depth of 5,
which corresponds to the conversion of the blur OCT B-scans to clear low SNR images as shown
in Fig. 4. The metric values of the reconstructed images are always higher than those of the
original images, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

3.3 Comparison with Other Deep Learning Methods

Other deep learning methods, such as cycle-consistent G: THAN (cycleGAN),26 variational
autoencoder (VAE),27 and U-shape convolutional network (U-Net),28 could also be potentially
able to handle this low bit-depth OCT reconstruction task, so we also investigate their perfor-
mance using the same training and testing configuration as those described in Sec. 2.3.

Table 1 Comparison of the quantitaitve metrics from the original and reconstructed images with
different bit depths.

Bit depth Image PSNR (dB) MSSSIM CORR2

3-bit Original 16.351� 0.524 0.569� 0.012 0.649� 0.035

Reconstructed 21.007� 0.331 0.791� 0.020 0.899� 0.003

4-bit Original 17.180� 0.443 0.636� 0.030 0.659� 0.028

Reconstructed 21.452� 0.297 0.833� 0.014 0.917� 0.020

5-bit Original 19.556� 0.343 0.780� 0.029 0.817� 0.031

Reconstructed 23.499� 0.533 0.854� 0.008 0.971� 0.008

6-bit Original 22.297� 0.336 0.852� 0.020 0.920� 0.011

Reconstructed 25.997� 0.505 0.866� 0.010 0.971� 0.008

7-bit Original 27.549� 0.475 0.953� 0.013 0.981� 0.023

Reconstructed 29.501� 0.688 0.954� 0.007 0.988� 0.012

8-bit Original 33.970� 0.457 0.982� 0.008 0.996� 0.010

Reconstructed 34.378� 0.603 0.980� 0.005 0.997� 0.003
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Figure 6 shows the representative OCT B-scans processed via these methods and the
pix2pixGAN adopted in this work. From left to right are the original images, the reconstruction
results using cycleGAN, VAE, U-Net, and the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work, and the ground
truth. Rows 1, 3, and 5 are the results using 4-bit, 5-bit, and 6-bit images, respectively, rows 2, 4,
and 6 are their corresponding enlarged views inside the red boxes. As demonstrated in the figure,
the cycleGAN can reconstruct the OCT images well at the bit depths of 5 and 6, but works poorly
at the bit depth of 4. The VAE, on the other hand, is only capable of recovering the global
structure of retina but is unable to reconstruct the tissue texture. Different from these two meth-
ods, the U-Net and the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work are capable of reconstructing the OCT
images at each bit depth. However, the U-Net tends to create a denoising effect on the images and
lose the detailed information of blood vessels and their projection shadows.

We further calculated the quantitative metrics of the images processed by these methods,
as demonstrated in the left column of Fig. 7. From top to bottom are the PSNR, MSSSIM, and
CORR2 as functions of the bit depth. In accordance with the visual comparison in Fig. 6, the
pix2pixGAN adopted in this work achieves the best performance among different bit depths
even though its advantages decrease at higher bit depths because the original images are closer
to the ground truth. On the other hand, the U-Net achieves the best PSNR because of its denois-
ing effect, as mentioned before, which does not represent its superiority in this reconstruction
task.

3.4 Comparison with Compressed Sensing and Sparse Representation
Methods

Compressed sensing and sparse representation methods have also been used in the OCT
reconstruction, including low-spatial-sampling recovery and speckle noise reduction,6–10,29,30

Fig. 5 The PSNR (a), MSSSIM (b), and CORR2 (c) as functions of bit depth. The black boxes
represent the values of the original images. The red dots represent the values of the reconstructed
images.
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so we also compare the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work with these methods. Specifically,
we employ the sparse-based denoising (SBD),10 wavelet-based singular value decomposition
(K-SVD),30 and low-rank matrix completion (LMC)29 in this comparison.

Figure 8 shows the visual examples of the low bit-depth OCT reconstruction using different
compressed sensing methods. From left to right: original images, the reconstruction results
using the SBD, K-SVD, LMC, and the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work, and the ground truth.
Rows 1, 3, and 5 are the results using 4-bit, 5-bit, and 6-bit images, respectively, and rows 2, 4,
and 6 are their corresponding enlarged views inside the red boxes. As shown in the figure,
the compressed sensing and sparse representation methods are unable to reconstruct the
low bit-depth OCT images properly. Only the enhancement of SNR could be observed in some
cases.

The right column of Fig. 7 is the results using compressed sensing and sparse representation
methods. In accordance with the visual observation in Fig. 8, the compressed sensing and
sparse representation methods have a negative influence on this reconstruction task, while
the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work has the best performance for all of the quantitative
metrics.

Fig. 6 Visual examples of the low bit-depth OCT reconstruction using different deep learning
methods. From left to right: original images, the reconstruction results using the cycleGAN,
VAE, U-Net, and the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work, and the ground truth. Rows 1, 3, and
5 are the results using 4-bit, 5-bit, and 6-bit images, respectively, and rows 2, 4, and 6 are their
corresponding enlarged views inside the red boxes.
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3.5 Influence of Deep Learning Parameters

We further investigate how the selection of the involved deep learning parameters affects the
reconstruction results. Figure 9 shows the influence of batch size (a), hyperparameter of the
L1 loss (b), epoch number (c), and learning rate (d) on the results of the deep-learning-based
reconstruction. We use the MSSSIM as the quantitative measure, which is derived by comparing
the reconstructed image with the 12-bit ground truth. We conduct the reconstruction of 4-bit
OCT images here.

We can see that the variation of batch size has minimal influence on the MSSSIM. The larger
batch sizes result in faster progress in training, but the performance of the trained model seems
irrelevant to this parameter after a large number of epochs (e.g., 200). This observation is in
consistency with that in Fig. 9(c), where the quantitative measure increases as the number
of epochs increase, and tends to be saturated when the epoch >200. We can observe an inverse

Fig. 7 Quantitative metrics of the low bit-depth OCT reconstruction using different methods. From
top to bottom are the PSNR, MSSSIM, and CORR2 as functions of the bit depth. The left column is
the results using deep learning methods. The right column is the results using compressed sens-
ing and sparse representation methods.
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trend in Fig. 9(d), where the MSSSIM decreases as the learning rate increases. A large learning
rate may increase the convergence of training and avoid local minima, but can cause the oscil-
lation of gradient descent, thus miss the global minima. Different from the curves in Figs. 9(a),
9(c), and 9(d), we can see an optimal hyperparameter of the L1 loss at ∼10 in Fig. 9(b), which is
in accordance with the observation in the original pix2pixGAN paper:20 a large L1 loss would
cause blurring while a small L1 would bring artifacts.

Figure 10 demonstrates the reconstruction results of using different digital resolutions. From
left to right: 256 × 256 pixels, 512 × 512 pixels, 1024 × 1024 pixels, and the ground truth. The
ground truth OCT images have a resolution of 512 × 1024 pixels, and we resized them to differ-
ent digital resolutions using the imresize function in MATLAB® 2018a with default parameters.
We also use the 4-bit OCT images for the reconstruction here. We can see the influence on image
quality is minimal when the resolution increases from 256 × 256 to 512 × 512 pixels. However,
when the resolution further increases to 1024 × 1024 pixels, we can see that some details of the
reconstructed images are lost, which may be related to the mode collapse problem in GAN-based
generation.31 To improve the reconstruction at such high resolutions, the deep learning archi-
tecture should be redesigned.32

Fig. 8 Visual examples of the low bit-depth OCT reconstruction using different sparse represen-
tation methods. From left to right: original images, the reconstruction results using the SBD,
K-SVD, LMC, and the pix2pixGAN adopted in this work, and the ground truth. Rows 1, 3, and 5
are the results using 4-bit, 5-bit, and 6-bit images, respectively, and rows 2, 4, and 6 are their
corresponding enlarged views inside the red boxes.
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3.6 Application in Choroid Segmentation

To justify the improvement of the SNR and similarity brought by this deep-learning-based recon-
struction method, we employed a graph-search-based algorithm33 to segment the choroid-sclera
interface (CSI) from the original and reconstructed OCT B-scan with different bit depths. The
segmentation of the CSI is the most challenging task among the retinal layers because the OCT
probe light is severely attenuated before reaching this layer. Also, the choroid is a vascular layer
thus the boundary is composed of large vessels instead of the membranes separating other retinal

Fig. 10 Reconstruction results of using different digital resolutions. From left to right:
256 × 256 pixels, 512 × 512 pixels, 1024 × 1024 pixels, and the ground truth. We also use the
4-bit OCT images for the reconstruction here.

Fig. 9 Influence of the (a) batch size, (b) hyperparameter of the L1 loss, (c) epoch number, and
(d) learning rate on the results of the deep-learning-based reconstruction. We use the MSSSIM as
the quantitative measure, which is derived by comparing the reconstructed image and the 12-bit
ground truth.
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layers. The light attenuation and the vascular boundary make the CSI very fuzzy. In addition, as
mentioned above, the low bit depth would cause the reduction of the SNR, especially at the
choroidal region. If the reconstruction succeeds, the SNR of the images will be improved, which
further leads to the accurate segmentation of the CSI.

Figure 11 shows the representative segmentation results of the CSI using different bit-depth
B-scans. The red lines indicate the positions of the segmented CSI. We can see the segmentation
is very inaccurate in the original low bit-depth images because of the blur or low SNR. After the
GAN-based reconstruction, the segmentation is significantly improved because the CSI can be
clearly visualized in each image. As the bit depth increases, the segmentation is closer to that of
the 12-bit image.

Fig. 12 The segmentation errors of the original (black) and reconstructed (red) images with the bit
depths of 3- to 6-bit. (a) 3 bit, (b) 4 bit, (c) 5 bit, and (d) 6 bit.

Fig. 11 The segmentation results of the CSI (red lines) using the original and reconstructed
images with different bit depths.
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We set the automatically segmented and manually checked CSI of the 12-bit B-scan as the
ground truth. Using it as the reference, the segmentation errors of the original and reconstructed
images were plotted in Fig. 12. For each bit depth, the errors are significantly decreased using the
reconstructed image compared with the errors of the original image. For the reconstructed
images, the average segmentation error decreases as the bit depth increases from 39.86 μm
at 3-bit to 18.13 μm at 6-bit.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the feasibility our idea of using an adversarial network to
reconstruct the high SNR OCT images using their low bit-depth counterparts. Using the native
12-bit OCT images as the reference, we have found that the GAN-reconstructed images could
achieve excellent structure and texture similarity, especially when the bit depth of the original
images is ≥5.

The ultimate goal of this study is using the high SNR reconstruction of the low bit-depth OCT
to benefit the popularization of this technique (reduce its cost) and the telemedicine, as shown in
Fig. 13(c). The previous step of this goal is to convert the original low bit-depth interference
signals to the high SNR OCT images through a DNN, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Figure 13(a) gives
an alternative approach for OCT data compression in telemedicine as suggested by Mousavi
et al.,34 which converts the interference signals into OCT images before feeding them into the
DNN. Serial numbers 1 and 2 are used to differentiate the DNN used in the image-to-image
conversion from the DNN used in the interferogram to image conversion.

The success of this high SNR reconstruction of the low bit-depth OCT images suggests the
implementation of the proposed idea illustrated in Fig. 13 can be safely moved to the next stage:
the reconstruction from low bit-depth interference fringes to high SNR OCT images. In this
reconstruction from OCT raw photoelectric signals to B-scan images, we need to train the
DNNs to learn not only the features of different bit depths, but also the characteristics of the
entire OCT post-processing including background subtraction, k-linearization, dispersion com-
pensation, Fourier transformation, and image logarithm. Thus, it may not be enough to use the
current GAN architecture, so we need to investigate the possibilities of infusing other deep learn-
ing architectures, CS techniques, and OCT knowledge for achieving high-quality reconstruction.
The progressive realization of the proposed technique will benefit the development of healthcare
in low-resource settings and telemedicine.

Fig. 13 Schematic of reconstructing high SNR OCT images from low bit-depth signals using deep
learning. (a) Converting the low bit-depth signals into OCT images and then using a deep neural
network (DNN-1) to generate high SNR OCT images. (b) Directly converting the low bit-depth
signals into high SNR images using the DNN-2. (c) Using telecommunication to transmit the low
bit-depth interferograms to the servers of medical experts then converting them into OCT images
using the DNN-2.
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In summary, we have proposed and implemented a deep learning-based approach to recon-
struct the low bit-depth OCT images for achieving high definition and SNR. Since the structure
and texture information of the low bit-depth OCT B-scans and the native 12-bit OCT B-scans
have precise correspondence, we have adopted the pix2pixGAN architecture in the reconstruc-
tion. The GAN-generated images have achieved qualitatively and quantitatively accordance with
the native 12-bit OCT images. By comparison with other deep learning and compressed sensing
methods, we have validated that the pix2pixGAN is superior in this task. We have further applied
the reconstruction images in the segmentation of the CSI and achieved significant improvement
in accuracy.
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